
Description of the Incident:
Note: For a list of Other descriptions, see the section at the end of this report. Number of Incidents

Any bullying, harassment, or intimidation that involves physical aggression. Specify 135

Getting another person to hit or harm the student 19

Teasing, name-calling, making critical remarks, or threatening, in person or by other means 213

Demeaning and making the victim of jokes 113

Making rude and/or threatening gestures 73

Excluding or rejecting the student 32

Intimidating, extorting, or exploiting 81

Spreading harmful rumors or gossip 64

Related to the student's disability 10

Related to the student's perceived sexual orientation 26

Cyberbullying(e.g. social media including Facebook, Twitter, Vine, Instagram, etc.) 24

Electronic Communication (e.g. Email, text, sexting, etc.) 27

Gang related 1

Gang Recruitment 1

Human trafficking/prostitution recruitment 2

Racial Harassment 13

Sexual Discrimination (Harassment) (specify) 41

Sexual in nature 20

Other (specify) 46

Howard County Public Schools
 Bullying, Harrassment, or Intimidation Incident Reporting Instrument Data

Reporting Period: School Year 2015-2016

Text entered for "Other" in prior sections (if 
any)

Section Text entered

01 Description of the Incident

              was hit in the head with a volleyball during PE

         was upset that           was talking and said to him, "Shut up, if not that means 
you suck dick."

Another student thought               was playing tag

anti-semetic drawling and comments

Asked to dance daily

being sarcastic, mimicking students,degrading students work

Circulated pictures (1/11/16) of              called her slut and other names loud enough 
for other studen

Comments about killing or gestures that he wishes the death of the victim.

created a video of a student in November going to the bathroom and then sent it to other 
students.

          made a sexually suggestive comment to a boy on the bus.

Harassment

harrassment

He was being racist.

He would take her pencils

           smacked            on the bottom.

           touched            on the bottom.

          smacked me on my butt in the hallway

          touched a student on her butt.           bet that he would touch a student's breast

makes people his age hate me

Male student touching female peer



Text entered for "Other" in prior sections (if 
any)

Section Text entered

01 Description of the Incident None was specified in the reprorting form

offender told another student that all boy dancers are gay

Physical harm

Pulling her onto his lap.

Pushed student off of his stool in art class

Religious discrimination

        touched           in his genital area and buttocks.

See narrative description below.

See narrative description from parent report below

                       reported to a teacher, Ms. Vanderveen, she was touched on her butt 
by                .
Sexual Harassment

Sexual harassment- offensive language communicated verbally and via social media

shaped paper in the shape of a penis and put it towards his mouth.

soaking student with water bottle

Staring at chest (breasts); calling rude names; talking about sexual things to victims

Starting tinted conversations, using obscene language and gestures.

stealing of my pencil

student touched              on her thigh and groin outside of her pants, later kissed 
and touched her breas

Targeted victim calling him "faggot" and threatened physical harm; intimidation by 
following him

The student ran up to another hitting her rear end and stating that "won't do anything"

theft of a phone

Threat that                     sister "will die"/ Sent pictures of bare breasts, vaginas and 
lewd comments

Threatened to kill victim and family

throwing basketball near me.

Touching personal property/throwing away/destruction

tripped and humilated

Unwanted touching

Use of obscene language (F-word, S-word, D-word) and gestures.

Used language to indicate sexual acts that would be performed on her by other boys.

whispering, staring, pointing, & laughing

Howard County Public Schools
 Bullying, Harrassment, or Intimidation Incident Reporting Instrument Data

Reporting Period: School Year 2015-2016



Description of the Incident:
Note: For a list of Other descriptions, see the section at the end of this report. Number of Incidents

Any bullying, harassment, or intimidation that involves physical aggression. Specify 202

Getting another person to hit or harm the student 31

Teasing, name-calling, making critical remarks, or threatening, in person or by other means 296

Demeaning and making the victim of jokes 132

Making rude and/or threatening gestures 91

Excluding or rejecting the student 50

Intimidating, extorting, or exploiting 97

Spreading harmful rumors or gossip 102

Related to the student's disability 23

Related to the student's perceived sexual orientation 24

Cyberbullying(e.g. social media including Facebook, Twitter, Vine, Instagram, etc.) 55

Electronic Communication (e.g. Email, text, sexting, etc.) 51

Gang related 5

Gang Recruitment 1

Human trafficking/prostitution recruitment 0

Racial Harassment 23

Sexual Discrimination (Harassment) (specify) 79

Sexual in nature 41

Other (specify) 68

Howard County Public Schools
 Bullying, Harrassment, or Intimidation Incident Reporting Instrument Data

Reporting Period: School Year 2016-2017

Text entered for "Other" in prior sections (if 
any)

Section Text entered

01 Description of the Incident

"Misuse of authority"

"pulled my son's pants down in the hall today underware and all.  5th punched and 
chocked...

                  and 2 other       graders - group related

attempt to stab with pencil

Being Different

Body-shaming and scapegoating

boys harassing & threatening to beat         up, harassing her in class and on school 
property

Calling me a school shooter

Calling me names over and over. He kept calling me "crackhead" whenever he sees me 
in the hallway.

chase, laugh at, push, speak meanly

            grabbed               slamming him into lockers.

                        was spreading a racially charged picture of               throughout             .
Comments about female body parts.

Comments clearly about me, sarcastic and passive aggressive

dipped basketball in water and hit her

discriminatory remarks about Muslims during a conversation

        "grabbed"                butt.

embarrassing the victim



Text entered for "Other" in prior sections (if 
any)

Section Text entered

01 Description of the Incident        leaned over & pushed                      hit back & they continued to hit for a few 
seconds.

Food Allergy Tormenting

gender identity

Got          into a head lock

harassment

harming property

Harrassment

He took my phone in gym and threw a ball at me in science

He was reported as hitting the girl's behind in class.

hitting

Hitting the student on the head

hitting, pushing, stepping on feet

Humiliating

In child's home,             grabbed my duaghter's butt.

Inappropriate actions and words

inappropriate comments about student breasts; vulgar language

inappropriate comments/touching including stating he wanted to rape victim

             hit        on the left cheek, leaving a red welt.

                stated to a female student, "You have a nice ass."

letter attached

Letters were written which describes the offender's feelings toward the victim

             reported                touched her on her butt two times with his open hand.

Looks at her and laughs

lowering grades as retaliation for previous bully reports against teacher

making fun of student's accent

Making rude and hurtful comments about             mother and deceased father

         tried to stab                with a pencil

Move faggot, you're gay

           threatened             life. Verbal assault and shoot and kill her.

Not stated in SPRIGEO Report

Not stated on form

offender made inappropriate sexual remarks to victim

Offender put hands in pants pretending to masterbate

Offender saying inappropriate remarks and unwanted touching

Offender stated "[I] will rape [you] if you do not shut up;" "[You] have a big butt;" "Fat 
bitches."

Offender to have called reporter and victim 'fucking whore', touching "butts"

Offender was "Humping" the victim

Offensive language: "I want to put my thing in her", asking, "Can I put my big black cock 
in you"

ongoing taking of food; rubbed unopened pkg peanutbutter cracker on sleeve after told of 
allergy

people wanting to fight

Physical aggression

Howard County Public Schools
 Bullying, Harrassment, or Intimidation Incident Reporting Instrument Data

Reporting Period: School Year 2016-2017



Text entered for "Other" in prior sections (if 
any)

Section Text entered

01 Description of the Incident physically attacked hitting/ with belt buckle

Posted a comment on a photo (female student) posted on social media.

Punched on 3 occasions

punching choking, kicking

Pushing

Pushing  
Pushing, bumping, laughing at, kicking.

Pushing, hurt leg

Pushing, tripping, hitting

pushing, tripping, kneed             in the stomach

put hands on him and pushed him in a trashcan

repeated hitting of vulva

           asked to see          bracelet.         said no.           yanked and broke the bracelet.

         pushed         down, stole her shoe and would not give it back at recess.

Said she would spank          .
See "Describe Incident" below

sexual assault (unwanted touching)

sexual comment

Sexual Harassment

Sexual harassment/discrimination

shoved into me

Showing private parts

slapping

Spat in daughters face in the gym.  Made what appeared to be sexual remarks to her at 
lunch

spitting

Spreading rumors about having sex with hin

Sprigeo report noted intimidating behavior

Student proximity to teacher

                           hit                  repeatedly on top of his head

taking other students' belongings and not returning it

Telling people about hooking up

the victim was spit on 4-5 times

This incident is a continuation of the assault that happened on February 10, 2017

Threat to "beat the brakes off you"

Threatening to jump her-there are four of them, but parent has only been shown two

throwing food

touching private parts in bathroom

Touching private parts, pinching, squeezing, punching, choking

Tripping

Unwanted hugging and touching

Use of a weapon

Verbal and physical

Videotaping in the locker room

Howard County Public Schools
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Reporting Period: School Year 2016-2017



Text entered for "Other" in prior sections (if 
any)

Section Text entered

01 Description of the Incident
Wants to start a fight!
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